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Abstract

This paper studies the e¤ects of lawyers�career concerns on litigation in a model with two

lawyers opposing each other in a case. The outcome of the trial depends on the lawyers�talents

and choices of e¤ort, and therefore is informative about the lawyers�talents. Career concerns

imply that the lawyers� payo¤ functions are increasing in the market�s inference about their

talent. As a consequence, they provide an implicit incentive for lawyers to exert higher levels of

e¤ort in court, and create strategic interactions between the two. In particular, career concerns

create an equilibrium e¤ort trap, which implies larger trial costs and is consistent with empirical

�ndings on lawyers�hours of work. In addition, these results have implications for settlement.

First, larger trial costs increase the range for pretrial bargaining. Second, I �nd that the lawyer

with stronger career concerns may end up obtaining a more bene�cial settlement agreement.
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1 Introduction

Legal disputes are frequent in a wide variety of economic activities.1 In particular, litigation

expenses may increase the costs of healthcare, the costs of intellectual property protection, and

the prices of goods via products liability. Therefore, it is worth examining the incentives behind

lawyers� decisions, particularly if those incentives may increase the costs of litigation. Since a

lawyer�s performance in court provides information about her skills, lawyers with career concerns

might try to in�uence this learning process. Speci�cally, although winning a case might not imply

a large amount of direct earnings at the beginning of a lawyer�s career, it could have a substantial

impact on her future salary. Thus, the prospect of earnings growth upon winning is an important

incentive that might motivate lawyers to exert more e¤ort in court.

Career concerns appear to be particularly relevant in the legal profession because the variance

of lawyers� earnings is large (according to Rosen, 1992, the standard deviation is more than 40

percent of the mean). Such large variance is not fully explained by experience, gender, and working

hours (again, see Rosen, 1992). In fact, since di¤erences in (perceived) talents seem to explain part

of the remaining variance, the information about lawyers�skills conveyed in trial outcomes might

play an important role in future earnings. Even though there is a large economics literature on

litigation, little is known about how lawyers�reputational concerns may a¤ect litigation e¤ort and

the decision to settle.2

In this paper I study how career concerns in�uence e¤ort levels, settlement decisions and the

client-lawyer misalignment of interests. More importantly, because there are substantial interactions

in the decisions of the two parties in a legal dispute, this paper pays special attention to how lawyers�

decisions are a¤ected by the career motives of their opponents. Also, I consider that the talent of the

attorneys is uncertain not only for the market but also for themselves and for other attorneys (i.e.,

there is imperfect but symmetric information in the model), as usual in career concerns models.

Inexperienced attorneys, who are those who may have stronger career concerns, are likely to have

greater uncertainty about how they will perform in court. Moreover, although they probably know

the rank of the law school from which they graduated, and the level of their performance there,

this information is also available to the market. Thus, there is little room for private information

and individual decisions will not involve any signaling behavior.

The model in this paper studies the e¤ect of career concerns on the e¤ort and settlement

decisions of two attorneys opposing each other in a case. To model the career concerns of the

attorneys, in addition to the explicit incentives (i.e., the award in case of winning minus e¤ort costs),

1More than 250,000 civil cases are �led every year in Federal Courts in the United States. For instance, in 2007
there were about 36,000 cases �led related to personal injury product liability, and more than 10,000 related to the
protection of copyrights, patents and trademarks (Administrative O¢ ce of the U.S. Courts, Statistical Tables for the
Federal Judiciary, 2007).

2A short section in Dewatripont and Tirole (1999) discusses the robustness of their moral hazard model to the
incorporation of career concerns. They argue that career concerns would not alter signi�cantly their results. In
contrast with their analysis, I consider a model where e¤ort decisions are not binary, there may be asymmetries
between the attorneys, and a settlement stage is studied.
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there will be a term in each attorney�s payo¤ function that is increasing in the market�s inference

about her talent. The weight that this term has in the attorney�s payo¤ function will determine the

strength of her career concerns. The market does not observe the attorney�s talent directly; thus,

the market�s initial belief about the attorney�s talent is given by the "prior" distribution about

attorneys�capabilities. However, if the case is taken to court, the outcome of the trial provides

additional information and will lead to an update of the market�s initial beliefs (this creates the

"posterior" distribution).

The results show that attorneys with career concerns attempt to in�uence the market�s beliefs

by exerting more e¤ort. Even though the market cannot be fooled in equilibrium, attorneys with

career concerns are trapped into providing higher e¤ort levels than they would in the absence of

reputational concerns.3 That is, two attorneys with career concerns facing each other would be

better o¤ by coordinating on the no-career-concerns equilibrium e¤ort levels; however, they would

have individual incentives to deviate. Also, when two attorneys have di¤erent degrees of career

concerns, then the attorney with stronger career concerns exerts more e¤ort in equilibrium than her

opponent. Consequently, she has a higher expected probability of prevailing in court. Moreover,

the attorney with weaker career concerns exerts more e¤ort than in an equilibrium where both had

the same career concerns. Therefore, she is worse o¤ than if both had the same career concerns

because she is trapped into exerting more e¤ort, but has a lower probability of prevailing in court.

Similar results arise due to career concerns when the lawyers have di¤erent cost functions, or when

the uncertainty over their respective talents is di¤erent.

These results a¤ect the settlement stage because higher equilibrium e¤ort levels imply larger trial

costs and changes in the probability of prevailing in court. For instance, I show that an increase in

the plainti¤�s attorney�s career concerns (holding the defendant�s attorney�s career concerns �xed)

leads to a larger concession limit for the defendant; that is, the defendant�s attorney is willing

to settle at a larger settlement amount. Similarly, an increase in the defendant�s attorney�s career

concerns (holding the plainti¤�s attorney�s career concerns �xed) leads to a smaller concession limit

for the plainti¤�s attorney; that is, the plainti¤�s attorney is willing to settle at a lower settlement

amount. In both cases, the overall e¤ect on the settlement range is ambiguous because an increase

in the career concerns of an attorney may increase or decrease her own concession limit.

Within the settlement range, the amount resulting from the bargaining stage depends on the

bargaining power of the parties. I study the e¤ect of career concerns for di¤erent possible bargaining

solutions. The results show that having stronger career concerns is bene�cial for the party with

more bargaining power. For instance, when one of the attorneys has all the bargaining power, then

she bene�ts from an increase in her career concerns. Intuitively, such an increase leads to higher

equilibrium e¤ort levels, and thus to a larger surplus from settlement, which is fully captured by

the party with all the bargaining power. When using Nash (1950)�s bargaining solution, I �nd that

an increase in the career concerns of the attorneys a¤ects the settlement amount only when the

3Section 1.2. discusses evidence of this equilibrium e¤ort trap.
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attorneys have di¤erent career concerns. When increasing the career concerns of only one of the

attorneys, she obtains a better outcome from the bargaining; in contrast, the attorney whose career

concerns remain �xed is worse o¤. Similar results arise when modeling the settlement outcome using

a random-proposer bargaining game.

In addition, the paper analyzes the extent to which the equilibrium e¤ort levels are a¤ected by

the sensitivity of the trial outcome to the performance of the attorneys. I �nd that the e¤ect of

career concerns is increasing in the level of sensitivity. The driving force is that the more sensitive

is the outcome of the trial to the talent of the attorneys, the more informative is winning or losing

about the talent of the attorneys. I also study the implications of career concerns in the possible

misalignment of interests between the plainti¤ and her lawyer. The implicit incentives induced

by career concerns may ameliorate the insu¢ cient-investment distortion caused by contingent-

fee arrangements (for a detailed analysis of such distortion, see Polinsky and Rubinfeld, 2003).

However, this may not be the case if the opposing lawyer also has strong career concerns.

Section 2 describes the basic model set-up. Section 3 derives the attorneys�equilibrium e¤ort

levels when the attorneys are symmetric. Then I compare the results with the equilibrium e¤ort

levels when the career concerns, the cost functions, or the priors on the attorneys� talents are

di¤erent. Section 4 studies the implications of Section 3�s results for the decision to settle. Section

5 studies the e¤ect of changing the sensitivity of the trial outcome to the performance of the

attorneys. Section 6 examines the e¤ect of career concerns on the misalignment of interests between

the plainti¤ and her attorney. Finally, Section 7 concludes.

1.1 Related literature

The contract theory literature introduced career concerns to study agency problems in one-agent

models. As argued by Fama (1980), career concerns provide incentives for the agent to exert

higher e¤ort, to the point that it may solve a moral hazard problem. However, as pointed out by

Holmström (1982, 1999), the e¤ect of career concerns is smaller the lower is the uncertainty about

the ability of the agents. Dewatripont et al. (1999a) extend the results to a more general framework

with multiple tasks and where e¤ort may a¤ect the agent�s future talent. In Dewatripont et al.

(1999b), an application of this multitask model explains the important role of career concerns for

government agencies�o¢ cials.

There are some other relevant applications of the career concerns framework. The literature

in �nance has done an extensive analysis of the e¤ect of career concerns on investment decisions.

In particular, career concerns may lead to ine¢ ciencies (Scharfstein and Stein, 1990; Milbourn et

al., 2001; and Dasgupta and Prat, 2008) or anomalies (Harbaugh, 2006). In general these models

assume that agents have some private (although noisy) information about their talent.

The analysis in this paper di¤ers from standard career concerns models because it considers a

model with two opposing agents. That is, a lawyer�s performance is determined not only by her

talent and her e¤ort level, but also by the performance of the other lawyer. In particular, I assume
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that the performance of the attorneys in court is determined by a contest success function. I use

a "di¤erence-form" success function as in Che and Gale (2000), which implies that the probability

of success is a function of the di¤erence in the performance of the two lawyers. Examples of

previous contest models� applications to litigation are Katz (1988), Farmer and Pecorino (1999,

2000), Wärneryd (2000), Hirshleifer and Osborne (2001), and Baik and Kim (2007). This paper is

most closely related to Wärneryd (2000), and Baik and Kim (2007), which study strategic e¤ects

of delegating in lawyers the choice of e¤ort. Nevertheless, none of these models accounts for career

concerns.

In addition, the career concerns�model in this paper incorporates other features that are speci�c

to litigation models. Legal disputes will not end up in court if parties settle. Therefore, the model

will consider a settlement bargaining process prior to the trial stage, allowing me to study the

impact of attorneys�career concerns on settlement decisions. Also, the outcome of the trial might

be more or less sensitive to the performance of the attorneys depending on the type of case, court,

or legal system. I study how the level of sensitivity a¤ects the results. Finally, a section of the paper

studies the e¤ect of career concerns when the plainti¤ and her lawyer have misaligned interests.

I study how career concerns a¤ect the misalignment that arise when the lawyer is compensated

through a contingency fee, which consists of a percentage of the settlement or the award obtained

by the plainti¤ in court.

Previous articles have studied the e¤ect of reputation in the legal profession. Fingleton and

Raith (2005) study bargaining outcomes when the parties hire reputation-motivated agents to do

the bargaining. Their analysis is based on the assumption that talent is the private information of

the agent. They �nd that less talented bargainers are more aggressive in open door bargaining (i.e.,

when their clients can observe the bargaining process). As a consequence, open door bargaining

has a higher probability of ine¢ cient disagreements. Levy (2005) adapts the Scharfstein and Stein

(1990) herding model of investment to a judicial framework wherein monitoring only takes place

when litigants appeal. The author shows that judges with career concerns deviate from the e¢ cient

decision by "excessively contradicting" previous judicial decisions in order to signal ability.

A number of articles have analyzed the e¤ect of compensation systems for lawyers; however,

these models do not incorporate the e¤ect of lawyers�career concerns. If implicit incentives have

important e¤ects on the decisions of lawyers, they will also a¤ect the contracts between the lawyers

and their clients. In a paper that studies the contract choice of a risk averse agent with career

concerns, Gibbons and Murphy (1992) show that career concerns incentives play an important role

even in the presence of explicit performance-based incentives. Furthermore, since career concerns

e¤ects are stronger for younger workers, weaker explicit incentives are optimal in their case, which

is consistent with their empirical evidence studying CEO compensation. As they argue, �for young

workers it can be optimal for current pay to be completely independent of current performance.�

As a �rst step to study the e¤ect of career concerns on the attorney-client contractual stage,

I study the e¤ect of implicit incentives on lawyers�decisions when the plainti¤ compensates her
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lawyer through a contingent fee (which consists of a percentage of the settlement or the award

obtained by the plainti¤ in court). Previous work has found three important results related to

contingent fees. First, when the plainti¤ does not observe the merits of her case and assuming that

lawyers compete for plainti¤s�cases following a model of monopolistic competition, Dana and Spier

(1993) show that compensation via contingent fees provides stronger incentives than hourly fees for

the attorney to reveal when a case has low expected returns. In addition, Rubinfeld and Scotchmer

(1993) �nd that, in a model with no restriction on the type of contracts that attorneys and clients

can make but where all cases are assumed to go to trial, contingent fees serve as a screening device

allowing clients to separate between high and low quality attorneys. High talent attorneys are

willing to accept a lower contingent fee since they have a higher probability of prevailing in court.

Finally, Polinsky and Rubinfeld (2003) show that contingent fees provide insu¢ cient incentives for

the attorney to devote the e¤ort level desired by the plainti¤. The authors propose an alternative

compensation system in which, in addition to a contingent fee, attorneys are partially compensated

for their costs by a third party and independently of the outcome from the trial. However, their

model focuses on the choice of e¤ort of the plainti¤�s attorney; thus, strategic interactions with the

opposing lawyer are not considered. Also, the model does not account for career concerns.

1.2 Related empirical �ndings

The equilibrium e¤ort trap found in this paper is consistent with some empirical �ndings about

lawyers. Landers et al. (1996) �nd evidence that associate lawyers overwork, in the sense that

they prefer a decrease in hours of work to an increase in their wage keeping the number of hours

unchanged. Surveyed lawyers had to decide between three hypothetical changes in their current

income and work hours. The results showed that almost two thirds of the associate lawyers in the

sample were interested in decreasing their hours of work. Speci�cally, 65.1 percent chose a decrease

in their work hours keeping the same income while only 25.56 percent preferred to keep their hours

of work unchanged and have an increase of 5 percent in their income. Finally, only 9.02 percent

chose an increase of 5 percent in hours and 10 percent in income. The authors argue that law �rms

induce lawyers to overwork as a screening device. Their framework assumes that attorneys di¤er

in their disutility of work, and that they have private information about their types. In contrast,

I study whether career concerns induce lawyers to work more hours in a framework where there is

no signaling or screening involved.

Using con�dential survey data from the "After the JD Study," Ferrer (2008) �nds that young

lawyers involved in court cases work nearly �ve hours per week more than other young practicing

lawyers, once controlling for salary, educational background, size of the law �rm, and other variables.

Table 1 below illustrates this result by showing the unconditional average weekly work hours of

the lawyers in this study. Comparing the second and third rows, it can be seen that the average

weekly work hours is larger for young lawyers working in law �rms that are involved in court cases

than for those who are not. In contrast, as shown in the second and third columns, young lawyers
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TABLE 1 – AVERAGE WEEKLY HOURS OF WORK (REPORTED)

Weekly hours
of work

Weekly hours
expected to work

Weekly hours
expected to bill

Inexperienced
lawyers 50.18 46.53 39.78

Inexperienced
lawyers working
in law firms not
involved in court

50.49 47.76 40.01

Inexperienced
lawyers working
in law firms, and
involved in court
cases

52.58 46.91 39.97

Survey data from 2002 of lawyers that passed the bar examination in 2000
Source: The “After the JD” study

involved in court cases are not expected to work or to bill more hours than the others.

This is consistent with the equilibrium trap studied in this paper. Because the trial outcome

is a quite important source of information for the market, lawyers involved in court cases attempt

to in�uence the market�s beliefs by exerting more e¤ort and winning the cases. In contrast, the

measures to evaluate lawyers not directly involved in court cases are likely to be more di¤use (e.g.,

the market does not have such a clear measure of performance for lawyers involved in writing

contracts or providing legal advice) and there is less room for an equilibrium trap.

2 The model

The plainti¤�s attorney (AP ) and the defendant�s attorney (AD) face the decision of how much

e¤ort to exert in a case at Court.

Attorney Ai�s talent is given by ti 2 f� li; �hi g where 0 < � li < �hi � 1 for i = P; D. I assume

that AP and AD observe neither their own true talent nor their rival�s talent. The market cannot

observe the attorneys�talents either. In other words, there is imperfect but symmetric information

in the model. Thus, there is a common prior over the talent of an attorney; however, the common

priors over the talents of P and D may be di¤erent.4 That is, the unconditional probability of

attorney i having high talent is denoted by �i > 0; which is common knowledge and where �D may

be di¤erent from �P . This is an unconditional probability in the sense that it does not depend on

the outcome of this speci�c dispute although it might depend on past trial outcomes. I denote as

�i the a priori expected talent of attorney i. That is, �i = �i�
h
i + (1� �i)� li:

4This assumption is standard in the career concerns literature (see for instance Holmström, 1982, 1999, and
Dewatripont et al.,1999a). In the case of young attorneys, there seems to be little room for private information
about talent since it is not di¢ cult to have information about the academic background of the attorneys and because
attorneys have uncertainty about how talented they are relative to their opponent.
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The outcome of the trial, denoted by z, is a function of the attorneys�e¤orts, denoted ei; i = P;

D; and their talents:

z =

(
AP wins with probability �(eP ; eD; tP ; tD)

AP loses with probability 1� �(eP ; eD; tP ; tD)
:

After the trial takes place, the market estimates the talent of each attorney based on the outcome

of the trial; that is, the value of z. I assume that � takes the form:

�(eP ; eD; tP ; tD) =
1 + eP tP � eDtD

2
: (1)

In order to ensure that � 2 [0; 1]; I will make parametric assumptions su¢ cient to keep eP and
eD 2 [0; 1] in equilibrium. This functional form belongs to the family of "di¤erence-form" success

functions that considers the probability of success as a function of the di¤erence in the contestants�

performances.5

Given the functional form assumed for �:

Et(�(eP ; eD; tP ; tD)) =
1

2
+
�P eP � �DeD

2
; (2)

the expectation over � is taken with respect to both tP and tD; since there is common imperfect

information about both attorneys�talents.

I assume that the attorney�s performance is determined by talent and e¤ort which are comple-

ments. Notice that the cross partial derivative of � (respectively, 1��) with respect to eP and tP
(respectively, eD and tD) is positive. Thus, if the attorney�s talent were known, more talented

attorneys would exert more e¤ort than less talented attorneys. As a consequence, a higher level of

e¤ort increases how informative the outcome of the trial is about each attorney�s talent. This is

the case because the e¤ect of the talent on � is higher the more e¤ort is implemented.

Since the function is linearly separable with respect to eP and eD; in the absence of career

concerns the attorneys will have dominant strategies; that is, their optimal levels of e¤ort will be

independent of each other. Thus, the interactions that arise between the attorneys�decisions are

due to the e¤ect of career concerns.

The timing of the attorneys�decisions is:

Stage 1: Settlement stage; various bargaining solutions will be considered.

Stage 2: In case of trial the attorneys simultaneously decide how much e¤ort to exert in Court.

In order to �nd the optimal decision in the settlement stage, the attorneys anticipate their optimal

e¤ort levels if they were to face each other in Court. The optimal levels of e¤ort are determined

by the attorneys�objective functions which are described below.

5Previous research using the "di¤erence-form" success function assumes linear costs of e¤ort (Hirshleifer, 1989;
Che and Gale, 2000) while I will assume quadratic e¤ort costs. Also, this form of success function is not homogenous
of degree zero, and thus it does not belong to the family of functions studied in Skaperdas (1996).
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2.1 AP�s objective function

I assume that the interests of the attorney and her client are aligned in the sense that the attorney

maximizes the combined payo¤ of P and AP. Section 6 studies the case of misaligned interests. Let

W be the award obtained by the plainti¤ in case of winning the trial. Then, AP chooses the level

of e¤ort in order to solve the following problem:

max
eP2[0;1]

W � Et(�(eP ; e�D; tP ; tD))�
cP e

2
P

2
+ �P � fEt(�(eP ; e�D; tP ; tD)) � t̂P (AP wins; e�P ; e

�
D)

+Et(1� �(eP ; e�D; tP ; tD)) � t̂P (AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D)g;

where cP is a cost parameter, e�D is AP�s and the market�s conjecture about AD�s e¤ort and e�P
is the market�s conjecture about AP�s e¤ort. The �rst two elements in the objective function

represent AP 0s explicit incentives: the expected award from Court minus e¤ort costs. E¤ort costs

are assumed to be quadratic because of decreasing returns from e¤ort when �nding evidence or

legal arguments. In addition, e¤ort may have an increasing cost in terms of the opportunity cost

of having to decline other cases or clients.

The terms t̂P (AP wins; e�P ; e
�
D) and t̂P (AP loses; e�P ; e

�
D) are the key elements in modeling

the attorney�s reputational concerns. They represent the market�s inference about AP�s talent

conditioned on the outcome of the trial and on the market�s conjecture about AP�s and AD�s

e¤orts. Attorneys with career concerns have payo¤s that are increasing in the expected market�s

inference about their talent, which is the expression in curly brackets. Finally, �P measures the

weight of this expected inference with respect to the attorney�s explicit incentives; that is, it

measures the strength of AP 0s career concerns.

The �rst-order condition6 for the interior solution can be written as:

W�P
2

� cP eP +
�P�P
2

(t̂P (AP wins; e�P ; e
�
D)� t̂P (AP loses; e�P ; e

�
D)) = 0: (3)

As shown in the Appendix, the di¤erence between the market�s inference about tP in case of AP

winning and in case of AP losing can be written as follows:

t̂P (AP wins; e�P ; e
�
D)� t̂P (AP loses; e�P ; e

�
D) =

2e�P�
2
P

1� (�P e�P � �De�D)2
;

where �2P is the variance of the prior on AP�s talent. Finally, notice that in equilibrium the level

of e¤ort chosen by AP has to coincide with the market�s conjecture of her e¤ort, e�P :

6Note that the objective function is strictly concave in eP . Therefore, if the optimal eP 2 (0; 1), then it must
satisfy equation (3).
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2.2 AD�s objective function

Similarly as for AP , assuming no agency problem between the defendant and her attorney, then

AD chooses the level of e¤ort in order to solve the following problem (re�ecting the combined payo¤

of D and AD):

max
eD2[0;1]

�W � Et(�(e�P ; eD; tP ; tD))�
cDe

2
D

2
+ �D � fEt(�(e�P ; eD; tP ; tD)) � t̂D(AP wins; e�P ; e

�
D)

+Et(1� �(e�P ; eD; tP ; tD)) � t̂D(AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D)g;

where e�P is AD�s and the market�s conjecture about AP�s e¤ort, and e
�
D is the market�s conjecture

of AD�s e¤ort. The �rst two elements in the objective function represent AP 0s explicit incentives:

the expected award from Court minus e¤ort costs. As in AP�s case, e¤ort costs are assumed to be

quadratic because of decreasing returns from e¤ort when �nding evidence or legal arguments.

The key elements in modeling AD0s reputational concerns are t̂D(AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D) and t̂D(AP

wins; e�P ; e
�
D); which represent the market�s inference about AD�s talent conditioned on the out-

come of the trial and on the market�s conjectures about AP�s and AD�s e¤orts. Therefore, the

expression in curly brackets represents the expected market�s inference about AD0s talent. Finally,

�D measures the strength of AD
0s career concerns.

Substituting Et(�(eP ; e�D; tP ; tD)) in AD�s maximization problem, the �rst-order condition for

the interior solution can be written as:

W�D
2

� cDeD +
�D�D
2

(t̂D(AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D)� t̂D(AP wins; e�P ; e

�
D)) = 0: (4)

As in the case of AP , it is shown in the Appendix that the di¤erence between the market�s

inference about tD in case of AD winning and in case of AD losing can be written as follows:

t̂D(AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D)� t̂D(AP wins; e�P ; e

�
D) =

2e�D�
2
D

1� (e�P�P � e�D�D)2
:

where �2D is the prior variance on AD�s talent. Finally, notice that in equilibrium the level of e¤ort

chosen by AD has to coincide with the market�s conjecture of her e¤ort, e�D:
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3 The choice of e¤ort in Court

In this section, �rst I �nd the equilibrium e¤ort levels when the two attorneys are symmetric. Then

I use the results of the symmetric case as a benchmark to study the e¤ects of career concerns when

the attorneys di¤er in the strength of their career concerns, in their cost functions, and in the prior

on their talent.

3.1 The equilibrium level of e¤ort in the symmetric case

When the attorneys are symmetric, then �P = �D = �, �2P = �2D = �2, �P = �D = � and

cP = cD = c: A �rst important implication is that:

Et(�(eP ; e
�
D; tP ; tD)) =

1

2
+
�(eP � eD)

2
; (5)

that is, whoever exerts more e¤ort in court has a higher expected probability of winning the case.

Notice that this is the case only for the expected probability of winning the case; the actual trial

outcome depends on the realizations of the attorneys�talents.

According to the �rst-order condition in equation (3), AP�s equilibrium e¤ort level, e�P ; must

satisfy:

e�P

�
c� ���2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
=
W�

2
: (6)

In order to ensure that in equilibrium e�P 2 (0; 1); I assume that c > W�=2 + ���2=(1 �
�2(1� e�D)2) for all possible e�D 2 [0; 1]: To ensure that this condition holds it is enough to assume
that c > W�=2 + ���2=(1� �2): Under this parametric assumption AP�s optimal level of e¤ort is
always an interior solution since it ensures that e�P < 1. Notice that e�P = 0 is never an optimal

level of e¤ort for AP .

According to the �rst order condition in equation (4), AD�s �rst-order condition for the interior

solution is actually symmetric to AP�s since it can be written as:

e�D

�
c� ���2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
=
W�

2
: (7)

Since AD�s maximization problem is symmetric to AP�s, the parametric assumption taken for

c also ensures that e�D 2 (0; 1): Therefore, that assumption ensures that � 2 [0; 1] in equilibrium.
Simplifying these two equations:�

c� ���2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
=
W�

2e�P
=
W�

2e�D
: (8)

Therefore it must be that e�P = e�D:

Proposition 1 The symmetric equilibrium is the only solution to the e¤ort optimization problem

11



of the attorneys. Therefore, the optimal levels of e¤ort are:

e� = e�P = e�D =
W�=2

c� ���2 : (9)

The equilibrium e¤ort levels are increasing in the Court award, W , and in the a priori expected

talent of the attorneys, �. Also, the attorneys exert more e¤ort the higher is the variance of the

prior on their talent, holding the mean, �, constant. In other words, the greater is the uncertainty

about their talent, the more incentives they have to exert a higher level of e¤ort. Since the variance

of the prior may be expressed as �(1 � �)(�h � � l)2; a mean preserving spread of the attorneys�

types leads to an increase in the e¤ort levels. However, the e¤ect of � on the equilibrium e¤ort level

is ambiguous. Finally, the equilibrium e¤ort levels are decreasing in the cost parameter, c. Notice

that the parametric assumption made above to ensure interior solutions implies that c � ���2 is

always strictly positive. Table 2 below summarizes the e¤ect of increases in the parameters on e�.

Table 2 - Comparative statics regarding increases in the parameters

W � �2 (�h � � l)2 � � c

E¤ect on the equilibrium e¤ort e� " " " " ? " #

Let �� = �(e�P ; e
�
D; tP ; tD) be the realized probability that AP succeeds at trial. Since the

equilibrium e¤ort levels are equal and the talents of the attorneys are not known, the expected

probability that AP wins the trial is Etf��g = 1=2: Furthermore, since the equilibrium e¤orts

coincide, if one attorney has higher talent than the other, then the realized probability of prevailing

in Court is also higher. If the talents of AP and AD are the same then �� is also 1=2.

The market anticipates how much e¤ort to expect from the attorneys; hence, the attorney�s

e¤ort decisions cannot mislead the market�s inference (i.e., Etf��g � t̂P (AP wins; e�P ; e
�
D) +Etf1�

��g � t̂P (AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D) = �). However, the attorneys are trapped into providing higher e¤ort

than in the case without career concerns. Notice that if � is zero for both attorneys, then the e¤ort

implemented in equilibrium would be W�
2c ; which is lower than e

�.

Therefore, as argued in a one-agent model by Fama (1980), career concerns provide incentives

for agents to exert higher e¤ort. As a consequence, explicit incentives may not need to be as

strong in the presence of career concerns. However, as pointed out by Holmström (1982), the e¤ect

of career concerns is smaller the lower is the uncertainty about the ability of the agents. In this

model, as the variance of the prior on the attorneys�talent decreases, so does the equilibrium e¤ort.

Therefore, reputational incentives are stronger the less precise is the market�s initial information

about the attorneys�talents.
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3.2 Asymmetric career concerns

Assume now that AP and AD have career concerns measured by �P and �D; respectively, where

�P > �D. Then the equilibrium levels of e¤ort, e�P and e
�
D; must satisfy:

e�P

�
c� �P��

2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
=
W�

2
; (10)

e�D

�
c� �D��

2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
=
W�

2
: (11)

Therefore, since �P > �D it must be that e
�
P > e�D in any possible equilibrium

7, since the expression

in parentheses is smaller in the �rst equation. Similarly, for �P < �D it must be that e�P < e�D
in equilibrium. Put di¤erently, the attorney with higher career concerns exerts more e¤ort in

equilibrium.

Furthermore, it can be shown that a change in � for one of the attorneys a¤ects the level of e¤ort

of the other attorney even when her own � remains unchanged. To see this, let the initial attorneys�

equilibrium e¤ort levels be e� as in equation (9), where career concerns are �P = �D = �. Now

suppose that �P increases while �D remains equal to �, let e
�
P and e

�
D denote the new equilibrium

e¤ort levels in this case. As was shown at the beginning of this subsection, whenever �P > �D then

the equilibrium e¤ort level of AP is greater than the equilibrium e¤ort level of AD (i.e., e�P > e�D).

In order to compare these new equilibrium e¤ort levels with the initial equilibrium, notice that e�D
and e�must satisfy equation (11) and (9), respectively. Thus:

e�D

�
c� �D��

2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
= e�

�
c� ���2

�
;

where since �D = �, it must be that e�D > e� since (given the domains de�ned for e¤ort and talent)

1 � �2(e�D � e�P )
2 2 (0; 1]. Therefore, an increase in AP�s career concerns induces AD to increase

her equilibrium e¤ort level.

In addition, notice that e�P and e
� must satisfy equations (10) and (9), respectively. Thus:

e�P

�
c� �P��

2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
= e�

�
c� ���2

�
;

where e�P > e� since �P > � implies that the expression in parentheses in the left-hand side of

the equation is larger than the one in the right-hand side. Therefore, when AP�s career concerns

increase, AP�s new equilibrium e¤ort level is higher than her initial equilibrium e¤ort level and

higher than AD�s new equilibrium e¤ort level.

An analogous result holds for an increase in �D when �P remains �xed. The following propo-

sition and Figure 1 summarize these results.

7 It may be that more than one pair (e�P ; e
�
D) satis�es the conditions above.
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Proposition 2 Starting from �P = �D = �; an increase in �i (holding �j �xed) implies that both

attorneys increase their e¤ort but Ai increases more than Aj.

eP

eD

e*

e*

 = D < P

 = P < D

eP = eD

Figure 1: Equilibrium e¤ort levels when increasing �i while holding �j �xed

3.3 Asymmetric costs

Assume now that the attorneys�costs functions di¤er such that cP < cD. The equilibrium e¤ort

levels, e�P and e
�
D, must satisfy:

e�P

�
cP �

���2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
=
W�

2
; (12)

e�D

�
cD �

���2

1� �2(e�P � e�P )2

�
=
W�

2
: (13)

Therefore, in any possible equilibrium8 it must be that e�P > e�D. Because e¤ort is less costly for

AP , she exerts more e¤ort than AD in equilibrium. Similarly, for cP > cD it must be that e�P < e�D
in equilibrium. Thus, the attorney with higher costs exerts less e¤ort in equilibrium.

Most importantly, following the same procedure as with asymmetric career concerns, it can be

shown that when � > 0 a change in costs for one of the attorneys a¤ects the level of e¤ort of the

other attorney even when her own costs remain unchanged. Notice that when the attorneys have

no career concerns (i.e., � = 0), there are no interactions between the attorneys�choices of e¤ort.

More speci�cally, AP would exert a level of e¤ort W�=2cP that is independent of the cost function

of her opponent, while AD would choose a level of e¤ort W�=2cD:

8 It may be that more than one pair (e�P ; e
�
D) satis�es the conditions above.
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In contrast, when � > 0 there are interactions between e�P and e
�
D: To see this, let the initial

attorneys�equilibrium e¤ort levels be e� as in equation (9), where the attorneys�cost parameters

are cP = cD = c: Now suppose that cP decreases while cD remains equal to c, let e�P and e
�
D

denote the new equilibrium e¤ort levels in this case. As shown above, because cP < cD then the

equilibrium e¤ort level of AP is greater than the equilibrium e¤ort level of AD (i.e., e�P > e�D).

Hence, it is possible to compare these new equilibrium e¤ort levels with the initial equilibrium.

First, e�D and e
� must satisfy equations (13) and (9), respectively. Thus:

e�D

�
c� ���2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
= e�

�
c� ���2

�
; (14)

where it must be that e�D > e� since (given the domains de�ned for e¤ort and talent) 1� �2(e�D �
e�P )

2 2 (0; 1]. That is, when AP�s cost of e¤ort decreases (holding AD�s costs �xed), AD�s equilib-
rium e¤ort level increases.

Second, notice that e�P and e
� must satisfy equations (12) and (9), respectively, which implies

that:

e�P

�
cP �

���2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
= e�

�
c� ���2

�
; (15)

where e�P > e� since cP < c implies that the expression in parentheses in the left-hand side of

the equation is smaller than the one in the right-hand side. Therefore, when AP�s cost of e¤ort

decreases, AP�s new equilibrium e¤ort level is higher than her initial equilibrium e¤ort level and

higher than AD�s new equilibrium e¤ort level.

An analogous result holds for an increase in cD when cP remains �xed: The following proposition

and Figure 2 summarize these results.

Proposition 3 Starting from cP = cD = c; a decrease in ci (holding cj �xed) implies that, for

� > 0; both attorneys increase their e¤ort, but Ai increases more than Aj.

eP

eD

e*

e*

cP < cD = c

cD  < cP = c

eP = eD
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Figure 2: Equilibrium e¤ort levels when decreasing ci holding cj �xed

3.4 Asymmetric priors

The priors on the attorneys�talents may be di¤erent due, for instance, to di¤erences in the rank of

the law school from which they graduated, or in past performance in Court. An important di¤erence

with respect to the symmetric case is that exerting more e¤ort in court does not necessarily imply

a higher expected probability of winning. In particular, for attorney i to have a higher expected

probability of prevailing in court than attorney j; her e¤ort level must be such that ei > ej�j=�i:

According to the �rst-order condition in equation (3), AP�s equilibrium e¤ort level, e�P ; must

satisfy:
W�P
2

= e�P

�
c� ��P�

2
P

1� (�P e�P � �De�D)2

�
: (16)

In order to ensure that in equilibrium e�P 2 (0; 1); I assume that c > W�P =2 + ��P�
2
P =(1 �

(�P ��De�D)2) for all possible e�D 2 [0; 1]: To ensure that this condition holds it is enough to assume
that c is large enough.9 Notice that, as in the case of symmetric priors, e�P = 0 is never an optimal

level of e¤ort for AP .

Similarly, AD�s �rst-order condition for an interior solution is given by:

W�D
2

= e�D

�
c� ��D�

2
D

1� (e�P�P � e�D�D)2

�
: (17)

As in the case of AP, in order to ensure that in equilibrium e�D 2 (0; 1); I assume that c >

W�D=2 + ��D�
2
D=(1 � (�P e�P � �D)

2) for all possible e�D 2 [0; 1]: To ensure that this condition
holds it is enough to assume that c is larger enough.10 Notice that, as in the case of symmetric

priors, e�D = 0 is never an optimal level of e¤ort for AD.

In equilibrium, AP�s and AD�s levels of e¤ort must satisfy equations (16) and (17). Thus, they

must satisfy:

e�P
�P

�
c� ��P�

2
P

1� (�P e�P � �De�D)2

�
=
e�D
�D

�
c� ��D�

2
D

1� (e�P�P � e�D�D)2

�
:

To compare the equilibrium e¤ort levels when the priors are asymmetric, I focus on one possible

interesting case of asymmetric priors: attorneys having the same prior expected talent but di¤erent

prior variance. This case arises if, for instance, there is more uncertainty over the talent of one

of the lawyers because of shorter experience. As discussed previously, higher expected talent is

associated with higher e¤ort levels because of the complementarities between e¤ort and talent. In

9Speci�cally, c�W�P =2 > Max f��P�2P =(1��2P ); ��P�2P =1� (�P ��D)2g: Under this parametric assumption,
AP�s optimal level of e¤ort is always an interior solution since the assumption ensures that e�P < 1.
10Speci�cally, c�W�D=2 > Max f��D�2D=(1��2D); ��D�2D=1� (�P ��D)2g: Under this parametric assumption,

AD�s optimal level of e¤ort is always an interior solution since the assumption ensures that e�D < 1.
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order to focus only on the e¤ects of di¤erences in the prior variance, Proposition 4 and Figure 3

compare the equilibrium e¤ort levels when assuming the same prior expected talent.

Proposition 4 Let � li; �
h
i ; �

l
j ; �

h
j ; �i and �j for i; j 2 fP;Dg be such that �i = �j and �j < �i:

Then:

i) In equilibrium, the attorney with a higher prior variance exerts more e¤ort in Court (i.e.,

e�j < e�i ):

ii) Starting at �i = �j = � and �2i = �2j = �; an increase in �2i (holding �
2
j �xed) implies that both

attorneys increase their e¤ort but Ai increases more than Aj.

Proof. See the Appendix

eP

eD

e*

e*

 = D < P

eP = eD

 = P < D

Figure 3: Equilibrium e¤ort levels when increasing �i while holding � and �j �xed

Intuitively, winning a case has a larger positive e¤ect for the attorney with a higher prior variance

because the market has greater uncertainty over her talent. Similarly, losing a case has a larger

negative e¤ect. Thus, her incentives to exert more e¤ort in Court are stronger.
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4 Settlement

Considering the equilibrium e¤ort levels in case of trial, it is possible to study the e¤ects of career

concerns on the settlement process. As usual in settlement bargaining models, the concession limits

are increasing in the court costs. In this model the court costs depend on the equilibrium choice

of e¤ort, and thus are determined endogenously in the litigation stage. Thus, the settlement range

depends on the attorneys�anticipated equilibrium choices of e¤ort.

In this section I focus on the case in which settlement is not informative about the talent of the

attorneys and thus has no e¤ect on the priors of the litigation stage. For instance, this is the case

when the kind of talent relevant for bargaining is di¤erent (and somehow uncorrelated) from the

kind of talent relevant in the trial stage. Also, trials appear to be more informative about talent

than settlement process because trials are usually complex procedures that test the attorneys�skills

to a greater extent, and because many settlement agreements are sealed, in contrast with court

judgments that are publicly available in general.

In other cases, settlement provides information about the attorneys�litigation talent. In par-

ticular, reaching a good settlement agreement might reveal that the attorney is talented. If the

settlement agreement is sealed then the attorney would acquire private information about her talent

and there would be asymmetric information in the litigation stage. Also, depending on whether a

settlement agreement is reached or not, the market might also update its information about the at-

torneys�talents. Alternatively, if the agreement is publicly available, then the settlement outcome

would be informative about the attorneys� talents and would a¤ect the priors on the attorneys�

talents. As a consequence, career concerns may a¤ect the attorneys�strategies in a similar way as

in the litigation stage studied above. These cases are left for further research.

4.1 Settlement in the symmetric case

When the career concerns, the cost functions, and the priors of AP and AD are identical, the

attorney�s equilibrium e¤ort levels in case of trial coincide. I continue to assume that the interests

of the client and the attorney are aligned; thus, the choice of whether to settle or not is made by

considering the combined payo¤ of each attorney and her client. Section 6 discusses a possible

attorney-client misalignment of interests in the settlement stage.

Denote the market�s inference of attorney i�s talent in case of settlement as t̂i(settle; e�P ; e
�
D);

i = P;D: Since settlement does not provide any additional information over the talent of the

attorneys, t̂i(settle; e�P ; e
�
D) is the a priori expected talent, �: Notice that since attorneys have

the same uncertainty over their talents as the market does, settlement decisions do not signal any

information about the attorneys�talents either.

Therefore, AP settles as long as the payo¤ from settlement, S, is at least as large as the ex ante
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expected combined payo¤ from going to trial. That is, if it satis�es:

S + � � t̂P (settle; e�P ; e�D) �
W

2
� ce�

2

2
+ �Et;zft̂P (z; e�P ; e�D)g;

which is equivalent to:

S + �� � W

2
� ce�

2

2
+ ��:

Thus, career concerns a¤ect the settlement constraint only through their e¤ect on the e¤ort choice.

Similarly, AD settles as long as the settlement amount, S, is at most what she expects to lose

from going to trial. That is:

S + � � t̂D(settle; e�P ; e�D) �
W

2
+
ce�

2

2
� �Et;zft̂P (z; e�P ; e�D);

which is equivalent to:

S + �� � W

2
+
ce�

2

2
� ��:

Therefore, the settlement range is given by:

S 2
"
W

2
� ce�

2

2
;

W

2
+
ce�

2

2

#
:

Since e� is increasing in �; stronger career concerns of the attorneys lead to larger trial costs. As

a consequence, stronger career concerns result in a larger scope for settlement. In other words,

because career concerns provide incentives to be more aggressive at the trial stage, the gains from

settlement, ce�
2
, are increasing in the strength of the attorneys� career concerns. Thus, career

concerns (as modeled here) do not make the attorneys uniformly (i.e., in all the stages of the legal

dispute) more aggressive.

4.2 Settlement with asymmetric career concerns

Suppose as in Section 3.4 that �P 6= �D: Then in case of trial, the attorneys�equilibrium levels of

e¤ort di¤er from each other; that is, e�P 6= e�D: Consequently, the attorneys no longer have the same

expected probability of prevailing in Court and the costs of going to trial also di¤er.

As in the symmetric case, the market�s inference after settlement is also the a priori expected

talent, �: Thus, career concerns a¤ect settlement decisions again only through their e¤ect on the

e¤ort choice.

AP settles as long as the payo¤ from settlement, S, is at least as large as the expected combined

payo¤ from going to trial. That is:

S � AP�s concession limit �W � Etf��g �
c(e�P )

2

2
: (18)
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Similarly, AD settles as long as the settlement amount, S, is at most what she expects to lose from

going to trial:

S � AD�s concession limit �W � Etf��g+
c(e�D)

2

2
: (19)

Therefore, the settlement range is now given by:

S 2
�
W

2
(1 + �(e�P � e�D))�

c(e�P )
2

2
;

W

2
(1 + �(e�P � e�D)) +

c(e�D)
2

2

�
: (20)

An increase in the career concerns of one of the attorneys a¤ects the settlement range because

the equilibrium levels of e¤ort change, and hence so do the trial costs. For instance, recall from

Section 3.4 that if AP�s career concerns increase such that �P > �D = �; then e�P > e�D > e�:

As a consequence, AD�s concession limit increases not only because her expected probability of

prevailing in Court decreases but also because her anticipated trials costs are larger. Notice that

this is true even though AD�s career concerns remain �xed, as shown in Proposition 2.

More generally, if an attorney Ai0s career concerns increase (holding �j �xed) such that �i > �j ;

then Aj0s equilibrium level of e¤ort increases but her expected probability of prevailing in Court

decreases. Consequently, an increase in Ai0s career concerns a¤ects Aj0s concession limit. On the

other hand, Ai�s expected probability of prevailing in Court is larger than in the symmetric case

because now e�i > e�j ; as shown in Proposition 2. However, i�s trial costs also increase when �i
increases. Therefore, the e¤ect on Ai�s concession limit is ambiguous. The following proposition

summarizes these results.

Proposition 5 Starting from �P = �D = �:

i) An increase in �P (holding �D �xed) implies that AD�s concession limit increases, while the

e¤ect on AP�s concession limit is ambiguous.

ii) An increase in �D (holding �P �xed) implies that AP�s concession limit decreases, while the

e¤ect on AD�s concession limit is ambiguous.

4.3 Settlement with asymmetric costs

Suppose as in Section 3.5 that cP 6= cD: Then in case of trial, the attorneys� equilibrium levels

of e¤ort di¤er from each other; that is, e�P 6= e�D: Hence, the attorneys no longer have the same

expected probability of prevailing in Court.

Since the cost parameters are common knowledge, the market�s inference after settlement is

also the a priori expected talent, �: Therefore, changes in the settlement decisions arise due only

to the changes created in the e¤ort levels. Also, the attorneys�ex ante expectation of the market�s

inference about their talent is the average talent, �; both in case of settlement and in case of trial:

The attorneys�concession limits and settlement range are again given by expressions (18), (19)

and (20). Using the results in Proposition 3, if an attorney Ai0s cost parameter ci decreases (holding
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cj �xed) such that ci < cj ; then Aj�s equilibrium e¤ort level increases but her expected probability

of prevailing in Court decreases. Consequently, an increase in Ai0s career concerns a¤ects Aj0s

concession limit: With respect to Ai; her expected probability of prevailing in Court is larger than

in the symmetric because now e�i > e�j : However, i�s trial costs also increase since e
�
i increases when

ci decreases. Therefore, the e¤ect on Ai�s concession limit is ambiguous. The following proposition

summarizes these �ndings.

Proposition 6 Starting from cP = cD = c:

i) A decrease in cP (holding cD �xed) implies that AD�s concession limit increases, while the e¤ect

on AP�s concession limit is ambiguous.

ii) A decrease in cD (holding cP �xed) implies that AP�s concession limit decreases, while the e¤ect

on AD�s concession limit is ambiguous.

4.4 Settlement with asymmetric priors

When the priors on the attorneys� talents di¤er, the equilibrium e¤ort levels, and therefore the

settlement stage, are a¤ected. Given the attorneys� concessions limits and settlement range in

expressions (18), (19) and (20), Proposition 4 implies that an increase in the prior variance of

one of the attorneys increases the scope of settlement. More speci�cally, when the priors are such

that �P = �D and �P > �D, AP exerts more e¤ort in equilibrium (i.e., e�P > e�D); and has a

higher expected probability of prevailing in court than AD. Also, Proposition 4 shows that AD�s

e¤ort level is larger than in the symmetric case. Thus, AD�s concession limit increases because

when facing an attorney with a larger �P , her probability of prevailing in Court decreases and her

anticipated trial costs increase. On the other hand, the e¤ect on AP 0s equilibrium level of e¤ort

is ambiguous since her expected probability of prevailing in Court is larger than in the symmetric,

because now e�P > e�D; as shown in Proposition 4, but her trial costs also increase. The analogous

result can be shown for an increase in �D. The following proposition summarizes these results.

Proposition 7 Starting from �P = �D = �:

i) An increase in �P (holding �D; �P and �D �xed) implies that AD�s concession limit increases,

while the e¤ect on AP�s concession limit is ambiguous.

ii) An increase in �D (holding �P ; �P and �D �xed) implies that AP�s concession limit decreases,

while the e¤ect on AD�s concession limit is ambiguous.

4.5 The outcome of bargaining

Since there is symmetric information in the model, the parties always settle. That is, the parties

never reach the trial stage because they agree on a settlement amount. Within the settlement
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range, the settlement amount resulting from the bargaining stage depends on the bargaining power

of the parties. Table 3 shows settlement outcomes using four possible bargaining solutions for both

the case of symmetric and asymmetric career concerns.

In the �rst bargaining solution considered, AD has all the bargaining power. The outcome

corresponds to a sequential game in which AD makes a-take-or-leave-it-o¤er.11 If AP rejects the

o¤er the parties go to trial. Thus, AD o¤ers a settlement amount S� equal to AP�s concession

limit, and AP accepts it.12 Analogously, in the second bargaining solution considered AP has all

the bargaining power. Thus, AP o¤ers a settlement amount equal to AD�s concession limit, and

AD accepts it.

TABLE 3: Outcome of the Settlement Bargaining Stage

Symmetric case Asymmetric case
Bargaining
solution S*

Effect
of β↑ S*

AD has all
bargaining power 2

*
2

2ceW
− ↓*S

2
**)*1(

2

2
PP

DDPP
eceeW

−−+ µµ

AP has all
bargaining power 2

*
2

2ceW
+ ↑*S

2
**)*1(

2

2
DD

DDPP
eceeW

+−+ µµ

Nash Bargaining
Solution 2

W
No effect )**(

4
1*)*1(

2
22

DDPPDDPP ececeeW
−−−+ µµ

Random proposer
with  prob. that
AP proposes

)2/1(*
2

2 −+ γceW ↑*S if  > 1/2

↓*S if  < 1/2

−−+ *)*1(
2 DDPP eeW

µµ

)**)1((
2
1 22

DDPP ecec γγ −−−

In both of these cases, as shown in Table 3, an increase in the career concerns of the attorneys

bene�ts the party that has all the bargaining power. Intuitively, such an increase leads to higher

11This case is particularly relevant since, as shown by Schwartz and Wickelgren (2009), its outcome coincides with
the outcome of an alternating-o¤er bargaining game with an inde�nite number of possible o¤ers and counter-o¤ers.
Intuitively, in such a game, the defendant has no interest in terminating the bargaining and she can always deter the
plainti¤ from doing so by making an o¤er equal to the plainti¤�s outside option.
12AP is indi¤erent between accepting the o¤er and going to trial. I assume that AP accepts since otherwise AD

could induce AP�s acceptance by increasing the o¤er slightly.
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equilibrium e¤ort levels, and thus to a larger surplus from settlement, which is fully captured by the

party with all the bargaining power. By the same reasoning, the attorney with all the bargaining

power bene�ts from an increase a¤ecting only her career concerns. Speci�cally, when AD has all

the bargaining power then �D > �P (assuming that the attorneys have the same costs and average

talent) implies that S� < W=2� ce�2=2; which is the bargaining outcome when the attorneys have
the same career concerns and AD has all the bargaining power. Similarly, when AP has all the

bargaining power, then �P > �D (assuming that the attorneys have the same costs and average

talent) implies that S� > W=2 + ce�2=2; which is the bargaining outcome when both attorneys

have the same career concerns and AP has all the bargaining power. Therefore, asymmetric career

concerns reinforce the bargaining advantage in these cases.

However, asymmetric career have an ambiguous e¤ect on the settlement amount when the

attorney with stronger career concerns is the one with no bargaining power. Recall from Section

4.2 that the expected probability of prevailing in Court is larger for the attorney with stronger

career concerns. A similar e¤ect on the outcome of bargaining arises for asymmetric costs and

asymmetric priors.Table 3 also reports the bargaining outcomes under the notion of Nash (1950)�s

bargaining solution. As shown in the Table, an increase in the career concerns of the attorneys does

not a¤ect the settlement amount when both attorneys have the same career concerns. However, the

settlement outcome does change when the attorneys have di¤erent career concerns. When increasing

the career concerns of AP while AD�s career concerns remain unchanged, then S� increases and

AP obtains a better outcome while AD is worse o¤.13 Analogously, when increasing the career

concerns of AD, then S� decreases and AD obtains a better outcome while AP is worse o¤.14 A

similar e¤ect on the outcome of bargaining arises for asymmetric costs and asymmetric priors.

In the last of the bargaining solutions considered in Table 3, the attorney making a take-it-or-

leave-it o¤er is chosen randomly where  represents the probability that AP is the proposer. As

shown in the middle column of the Table, raising � increases i�s payo¤ if she is the attorney that is

more likely to propose. However, if both attorneys are equally likely to propose (i.e., if  = 1=2),

then raising � has no e¤ect on the settlement amount. Notice that the Nash bargaining outcome

coincides with the outcome when both attorneys are equally likely to be the proposer (i.e., when

 = 1=2): Therefore, career concerns reinforce again the position of the party with larger bargaining

power.

13This is true except if �P increases to the extent that e
�
P + e

�
D > 2W�=c:

14This is true except if �D increases to the extent that e�P + e
�
D > 2W�=c:
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5 Modeling the trial outcome�s sensitivity to the attorneys�per-

formance

In this section I study how previous results are a¤ected by the trial outcome�s sensitivity to the

performance of the attorneys. The sensitivity of the trial outcome might vary depending on the

type of case, on the type of court that makes the decision, or on the type of legal system. For

instance, verdicts from judges and verdicts from juries sometimes di¤er, as studied by previous

research.15 In my particular framework, it could be that juries are more sensitive to the skills of

the attorneys (e.g., communication skills), while judges might focus more on the merits of the case.

Similarly, the outcome of the trial in the adversarial system perhaps depends more on the talents of

the attorneys while in the inquisitorial system the skills of the lawyers might not be as important.

As argued by Glendon et al. (1982) in civil law countries "the judge may inject new theories, new

legal and factual sides, thus reducing the disadvantage of the party with the less competent lawyer."

An interesting feature of the form assumed for � is that it is possible to parametrize the level

of sensitivity, as noticed by Che and Gale (2000). Let the probability of AP prevailing in Court,

�; take now the form:

�(eP ; eD; tP ; tD) =
1 + s(eP tP � eDtD)

2
; (21)

where smeasures the sensitivity of the trial outcome to the di¤erence in the attorneys�performance.

When s = 0 the outcome of the trial is completely insensitive to the performance of the attorneys.

In contrast, when s is large, a slightly better performance implies a large probability of winning

the case. For simplicity in the analysis, I will restrict the sensitivity to be s 2 [0; 1]: Notice that
the results in previous sections correspond to the case where s = 1:

The expected probability of AP prevailing in Court is then given by:

Et(�(eP ; e
�
D; tP ; tD)) =

1

2
+
s(�P eP � �DeD)

2
;

where �P and �D are AP�s and AD�s a priori expected talents, respectively. Substituting this

expected probability, it is possible to solve the maximization problems of AP and AD from Section

2. As shown in the Appendix, the di¤erence between the market�s inference about tP in case of AP

winning and in case of AP losing can be written as follows:

t̂P (AP wins; e�P ; e
�
D)� t̂P (AP loses; e�P ; e

�
D) =

2se�P�
2
P

1� s2(�P e�P � �De�D)2
:

Similarly for tD:

t̂D(AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D)� t̂D(AP wins; e�P ; e

�
D) =

2se�D�
2
D

1� s2(e�P�P � e�D�D)2
:

15See Spier (2007) for an overview of some of the results.
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As shown in the following proposition, the e¤ect of career concerns on the level of e¤ort depends

on the level of sensitivity.

Proposition 8 Holding e¤ort �xed, the more sensitive is the trial outcome to the performance
of the attorneys, the more informative it is about the attorneys� talent. More speci�cally, t̂P (AP

wins; e�P ; e
�
D) and t̂D(AP loses; e�P ; e

�
D) are increasing in s, while t̂P (AP loses; e�P ; e

�
D) and t̂D(AP

wins; e�P ; e
�
D) are decreasing in s. Furthermore, when the trial�s outcome is completely insensitive

to the attorney�s performance (i.e., s = 0), career concerns have no e¤ect because the outcome of

the trial is not informative about the talent of the attorneys.

Proof. See the Appendix.

As a consequence, a more informative trial outcome ampli�es the e¤ect of career concerns on the

choice of e¤ort. For instance, when the prior of the attorneys�talent coincides and both attorneys

have the same career concerns and cost functions, then:

e�P = e�D =
Ws�=2

c� �s2��2 :

Thus, e¤ort levels are increasing in s. Notice that @2e�i =@�@s > 0: The e¤ect of career concerns

on e¤ort is increasing in the trial outcome�s sensitivity, s. As a consequence, the additional gains

from settlement due to the e¤ect of career concerns are also increasing in the level of sensitivity,

s. Intuitively, the more sensitive is the trial outcome, the more aggressive are the attorneys in court.

6 The e¤ect of career concerns on the con�ict of interest between

the plainti¤ and her attorney

As described in Dana and Spier (1993), �contingent fees are the most pervasive form of payment in

personal injury and medical malpractice litigation.�As they also explain, contingent fees are rarely

used by defendants. Contingent fees provide insu¢ cient incentives for the attorney, whose optimal

e¤ort level is below the plainti¤�s aim (Polinsky and Rubinfeld, 2003). To examine the e¤ect of

career concerns on this misalignment of interests, I assume that AP is compensated through a

contingent fee while the defendant has aligned interests with her client. The alignment of interests

may arise if there is a repeated interaction between the defendant and her attorney. For instance, in

a large number of cases, defendants are corporations with in-house lawyers or that have a long-term

contractual relationship with a speci�c law �rm.

Thus, I assume that AP is compensated only if she wins the trial and that AD has aligned

interests with her client. For simplicity, I assume that the attorneys�cost functions and the priors

on their talents coincide. Denoting by � 2 (0; 1] the exogenously-given16 fraction of the Court
16 I consider � to be exogenous in the present stage of the game wherein attorneys are choosing e¤ort levels. Solving
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award kept by AP , then AP chooses the level of e¤ort in order to solve the following problem:

max
eP2[0;1]

�W � Et(�(eP ; e�D; tP ; tD))�
ce2P
2
+ �P � fEt(�(eP ; e�D; tP ; tD)) � t̂P (AP wins; e�P ; e

�
D)

+Et(1� �(eP ; e�D; tP ; tD)) � t̂P (AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D)g;

where e�P denotes the market�s conjecture about AP�s equilibrium e¤ort when she is compensated

via a contingent fee, and e�D denotes AP�s and the market�s conjecture about AD�s equilibrium

level of e¤ort when AP is compensated via a contingent fee. Following the same procedure as in

Section 3, the interior optimal level of e¤ort, e�P , must then satisfy
17:

�W�

2
= e�P

�
c� �P��

2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
: (22)

Since AD�s interests are aligned with her clients�interests, then e�D satis�es the same condition

as in Section 3:
W�

2
= e�D

�
c� �D��

2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
: (23)

In any possible equilibrium18 both conditions are satis�ed which leads to:

e�P
�

�
c� �P��

2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
= e�D

�
c� �D��

2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
: (24)

Notice that when AP has no career concerns (i.e., �P = 0); then e
�
P = �W�=2c: This level of

e¤ort is a lower bound of e�P since for any � > 0; the expression in parentheses in equation (24) is

smaller than c. Notice also that when AD has no career concerns (i.e., �D = 0); then e
�
D =W�=2c:

When �P = �D = 0, there are no strategic interactions between the attorneys.

When �P = �D; then e
�
P = �e�D: Intuitively, since AP is obtaining only a fraction � of the

Court award, her incentives are lower than those of AD. Therefore, in equilibrium AD exerts

higher e¤ort than AP . As a consequence, the expected probability that AP prevails in Court is

Ef��g < 1=2:
Alternatively, when �P > �D then e

�
P > �e�D. These has implications for the plainti¤�s payo¤,

(1� �)WEf��g, as shown in the following Proposition.

Proposition 9 When AP is compensated through a contingent fee, and AD has aligned interests

with her client (given everything else equal) and starting from �P = �D = �; an increase in �P
holding �D �xed implies that:

by backwards induction allows me to endogeneize � if I introduce an initial contractual stage between AP and P ,
prior to the settlement stage. Notice that modeling the contractual stage requires having the results for the e¤ort
choice and for the settlement stage.
17 In order to ensure that in equilibrium e�P 2 (0; 1); I assume that c > �W�=2 + �P��2=(1� �2). For the case of

AD; I assume c > �W�=2 + �D��
2=(1� �2) as in Section 3.

18 It may be that more than one pair (e�P ; e
�
D) satis�es the conditions above.
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i) AP�s equilibrium e¤ort level, e�P ; increases and AD�s equilibrium e¤ort, e�D; decreases.

Thus, Ef��g increases.
ii) The plainti¤ �s payo¤ increases:

Proof. See the Appendix.

Therefore, career concerns may help align the interests between the plainti¤ and her client.

However, the career concerns of the opposing lawyer matter. Moreover, a larger �P increases the

e¤ort costs of the attorney and thus, it does not necessarily increase AP�s payo¤. As a consequence,

it could a¤ect the misalignment of interests in settlement described in Miller (1987).

Misaligned interests in the settlement stage arise because an attorney compensated through a

contingent fee pays all the costs in the event of trial. Thus, the concession limit of the attorney

is lower than the concession limit of the plainti¤ when the lawyer exerts a strictly positive level of

e¤ort. I assume for simplicity that the contingent fee is the same in case of settlement and in case

of trial. Then, the plainti¤�s concession limit is given by:

(1� �)S � (1� �)WEf��g:

In contrast, AP is willing to accept the defendant�s settlement o¤er as long as:

�S � �WEf��g � c(e�P )
2

2
:

Therefore AP�s concession limit is necessarily smaller than her client�s concession limit when e�P > 0.

More speci�cally, for any settlement o¤er:

S 2
�
WEf��g � c(e�P )

2

2�
; WEf��g

�
;

AP is willing to accept S and avoid going to trial, while her client is better o¤ by going to court.

Since stronger career concerns (i.e., larger �P ) implies that AP exerts more e¤ort in equilib-

rium, this implies a larger range of settlement o¤ers for which the interests of the attorney and

her client are misaligned. Notice that the di¤erence between P�s and AP�s concession limits is

c(e�P )
2=2� which is increasing in AP�s e¤ort level. Career concerns also a¤ect the attorneys�e¤ort

and settlement decisions when they are compensated on an hourly fee basis and the clients cannot

observe the attorneys�e¤ort levels. This case can be modeled using a framework as in Garoupa

and Gomez (2008).
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7 Conclusion

As shown in this paper, when lawyers have career concerns, their equilibrium e¤ort levels increase

and strategic e¤ects in their decisions arise. Moreover, stronger career concerns increase the surplus

from settlement, a¤ect the parties�concession limits and may a¤ect the bargaining outcome. In

particular, if a party has a larger bargaining power than the other party, stronger career concerns

reinforce such advantage and lead to an even more bene�cial settlement agreement. For instance,

if the defendant has all the bargaining power (as shown by Schwartz and Wickelgren (2000) the

outcome of this case coincides with the outcome of an alternating-o¤er bargaining game with an

inde�nite number of possible o¤ers and counter-o¤ers), hiring a lawyer with stronger career concerns

than the plainti¤�s lawyer may be bene�cial for the defendant because it leads to a decrease in the

settlement outcome.

This paper contributes to the career concerns literature by studying a model with two opposing

agents where performance is determined by a contest success function. A lawyer is then not only

a¤ected by her own career concerns, but also by the career concerns of her opponent. Consequently,

there are interesting interaction e¤ects between the parties. For instance, hiring a lawyer with

strong career concerns may help align the interest between the plainti¤ and her lawyer; however,

such alignment depends on how strong are the career concerns relatively to the opposing lawyer.

Throughout the paper I have assumed that attorneys do not have private information about

their own talents. This assumption is reasonable for inexperienced lawyers; however, lawyers obtain

information about their capabilities as they gain experience. The analysis done in this paper could

be extended to attorneys observing a private and noisy signal about their own talent. In addition,

I have assumed that when two attorneys perform the same (in terms of the product of e¤ort

and talent), they are equally likely to win the trial. However, some cases have di¤erent merits

than others. Career concerns may a¤ect the type of case that attorneys accept. Being able to

win a di¢ cult case may enhance signi�cantly the career of a lawyer. In addition, the negative

impact of losing the case on the attorney�s career may be small if the case was di¢ cult. Therefore,

the decision of whether to take a case or not may be more related to implicit career incentives

(e.g., the prospect of earnings growth upon winning) than to explicit incentives (e.g., the expected

compensation of the attorney). Finally, further analysis may examine the e¤ect of career concerns

on the contractual stage between attorneys and clients. In particular, it would be interesting to

determine when stronger career concerns imply that the plainti¤�s attorney is willing to accept a

lower contingent fee.
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Appendix

Derivation of the market�s inference about tP and tD:

This part of the Appendix contains the derivation of the di¤erence in market�s inference about

tP and tD. Following Bayes�rule, the market�s inference about tP when AP wins can be rewritten

as:

t̂P (AP wins; e�P ; e
�
D) = �hP � Prf�hP j AP winsg+ � lP � Prf� lP j AP winsg =

=
�hP � PrfAP winsj�hP gPrf�hP g

PrfAP winsg +
� lP � PrfAP winsj� lP gPrf� lP g

PrfAP winsg

= �hP �
�PEtD(�(e

�
P ; e

�
D; tD; tP = �hP )

Et(�(e�P ; e
�
D; tP ; tD))

+ � lP �
(1� �P )EtD(�(e�P ; e�D; tD; tP = � lP )

Et(�(e�P ; e
�
D; tP ; tD))

=
�P � e�D�P�D + e�P �  P
1 + (e�P�P � e�D�D)

;

where  P = �P (�
h
P )
2 + (1� �P )(� lP )2:

Conversely, when AP loses:

t̂P (AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D) = �hP � Prf�hP j AP losesg+ � lP � Prf� lP j AP losesg =

=
�hP � PrfAP losesj�hP gPrf�hP g

PrfAP losesg +
� lP � PrfAP losesj� lP gPrf� lP g

PrfAP losesg

= �hP �
�P (1� EtD(�(e�P ; e�D; tD; tP = �hP ))

(1� Et(�(e�P ; e�D; tP ; tD))
+

+� lP �
(1� �P )(1� EtD(�(e�P ; e�D; tD; tP = � lP ))

(1� Et(�(e�P ; e�D; tP ; tD))

=
�P + e

�
D�P�D � e�P �  P

1� (e�P�P � e�D�D)
:

Therefore, letting e�P�P � e�D�D be K:

t̂P (AP wins; e�P ; e
�
D)� t̂P (AP loses; e�P ; e

�
D) =

=
�P � e�D�P�D + e�P �  P �K(�P � e�D�P�D + e�P �  P )

(1 +K) � (1�K) +

+
��P � e�D�P�D + e�P �  P �K(�P + e�D�P�D � e�P �  P )

(1 +K) � (1�K)

=
2e�P �  P � 2e�D�P�D � 2K�P

1�K2
=
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=
2e�P �  P � 2e�D�P�D � 2�P (e�P�P � e�D�D)

1� (e�P�P � e�D�D)2
=

=
2e�P ( P � �2P )

1� (e�P�P � e�D�D)2
=

2e�P�
2
P

1� (e�P�P � e�D�D)2
:

Regarding the defendant�s attorney, the market�s inference about tD when AP loses can be

rewritten as:

t̂D(AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D) = �hD � Prf�hD j AP losesg+ � lD � Prf� lD j AP losesg =

= �hD �
�D(1� EtP (�(e�P ; e�D; tP ; tD = �hD))

(1� Et(�(e�P ; e�D; tP ; tD))
+

+� lD �
(1� �D)(1� EtP (�(e�P ; e�D; tP ; tD = � lD))

(1� Et(�(e�P ; e�D; tP ; tD))
=

=
�D � e�P�P�D + e�D �  D
1� (e�P�P � e�D�D)

:

where  D = �D(�
h
D)
2 + (1� �D)(� lD)2:

Conversely, when AP wins:

t̂D(AP wins; e�P ; e
�
D) = �hD � Prf�hD j AP winsg+ � lD � Prf� lD j AP winsg =

= �hD �
�D � EtP (�(e�P ; e�D; tP ; tD = �hD))

Et(�(e�P ; e
�
D; tP ; tD))

+

+� lD �
(1� �D)EtP (�(e�P ; e�D; tP ; tD = � lD)

Et(�(e�P ; e
�
D; tP ; tD))

=
�D + e

�
P�P�D � e�D �  D

1 + (e�P�P � e�D�D)
:

Therefore, again letting e�P�P � e�D�D be K:

t̂D(AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D)� t̂D(AP wins; e�P ; e

�
D) =

=
�D � e�P�P�D + e�D �  D +K(�D � e�P�P�D + e�D �  D)

(1 +K) � (1�K) +

+
��D � e�P�P�D + e�D �  D +K(�D + e�P�P�D � e�D �  D)

(1 +K) � (1�K)

=
e�D �  D � 2e�P�P�D + 2�D(e�P�P � e�D�D)

1�K2
=

=
2e�D( D � �2D)

1� (e�P�P � e�D�D)2
=

2e�D�
2
D

1� (e�P�P � e�D�D)2
:
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Proof of Proposition 4:
To compare the equilibrium e¤ort levels in the case of asymmetric priors with the equilibrium

e¤ort levels of the symmetric case, I will denote the former as e�i and e
�
j , while e

� denotes the latter.

i) Since �i = �j ; then:

W�

2
= e�j

 
c�

���2j
1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

!
= e�j

�
c� ���2i

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
:

Thus, ���2j < ���2i implies that e
�
j < e�i :

ii) Comparing the �rst-order conditions of the asymmetric priors case with the �rst-order conditions
of the symmetric case for j:

W�

2
= e�j

�
c� ���2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
= e�

�
c� ���2

�
:

Thus, e�j > e�: Since e�j < e�i as shown in part i), then e
� < e�i :

Derivation of the market�s inference about tP and tD given a level of sensitivity s:
This part of the Appendix contains the derivation of the di¤erence in the market�s inference

about tP and tD considering the sensitivity of the trial�s outcome to the performance of the attor-

neys, s: Letting "i denote sei, then � takes the form:

�(eP ; eD; tP ; tD) =
1 + "P tP � "DtD

2
;

which is equivalent to the form used above to compute the market�s inference about tP and tD
when s = 1: Thus

t̂P (AP wins; e�P ; e
�
D)� t̂P (AP loses; e�P ; e

�
D) =

=
2"�P�

2
P

1� ("�P�P � "�D�D)2
=

2se�P�
2
P

1� s2(e�P�P � e�D�D)2
;

and similarly:

t̂D(AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D)� t̂D(AP wins; e�P ; e

�
D) =

=
2"�D�

2
D

1� ("�P�P � "�D�D)2
=

2se�D�
2
D

1� s2(e�P�P � e�D�D)2
:

Proof of Proposition 8:
Using the expressions found above in Case 3 for t̂P (AP wins; e�P ; e

�
D), t̂P (AP loses; e�P ; e

�
D),

t̂D(AP wins; e�P ; e
�
D), and t̂D(AP loses; e�P ; e

�
D), the derivatives with respect to s are:

@t̂P (AP wins; e�P ; e
�
D)

@s
=

eP�
2
P

(1 + s(eP�P � eD�D))2
> 0;
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@t̂P (AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D)

@s
=

�eP�2P
(1� s(eP�P � eD�D))2

< 0

@t̂D(AP wins; e�P ; e
�
D)

@s
=

�eD�2D
(1 + s(eP�P � eD�D))2

< 0

@t̂D(AP loses; e�P ; e
�
D)

@s
=

eD�
2
D

(1� s(eP�P � eD�D))2
> 0

Finally, when s = 0, then career concerns have no e¤ect because t̂P (AP wins; e�P ; e
�
D) � t̂P (AP

loses; e�P ; e
�
D) = t̂D(AP loses; e�P ; e

�
D)� t̂D(AP wins; e�P ; e

�
D) = 0:

Proof of Proposition 9:
i) First, if �P > �D it must be that e�P > �e�D: Notice that e

�
P = �e�D is not possible as it can

be shown by contradiction. If it was possible then:

e�P
�

�
c� �P��

2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
= e�D

�
c� �P��

2

1� �2(e�D(�� 1))2

�
:

But then:

e�D

�
c� �P��

2

1� �2(e�D(�� 1))2

�
> e�D

�
c� �D��

2

1� �2(e�D(�� 1))2

�
;

which contradicts equation (26). Similarly, if e�P < �e�D then again for �P > �D :

e�P
�

�
c� �P��

2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
< e�D

�
c� �P��

2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
;

which would also contradict equation (26).

Therefore, if �P increases above �D ; then (e�P � e�D)2 decreases. Hence, since �D remains �xed
it must be that e�D decreases in order to satisfy:

W�

2
= e�D

�
c� �D��

2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
:

In addition, e�P must increase in order to satisfy:

�W�

2
= e�P

�
c� �P��

2

1� �2(e�P � e�D)2

�
;

given that (e�P � e�D)2 decreases and �P increases.
ii) The plainti¤�s payo¤ is given by:

(1� �)WEf��g = (1� �)W
�
1

2
+
�(e�P � e�D)

2

�
:

Thus, increase in �P holding �D, increases Ef��g and the plainti¤�s payo¤.
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